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The Dilemma of Vocabulary Acquisition

A dilemma in vocabulary acquisition is the antagonistic advantages of the commonly
distinguished .intentional. and .incidental. vocabulary acquisition. Intentional vocabulary acquisition is
memorizing straightforwardly term after term with their respective translations from a list. Intentional
learning is quick and therefore usually preferred by learners, but it is also superficial. Learners encounter
vocabulary in an isolated, often infinitive form and remain incapable of using it correctly in context.
Moreover intentionally learned vocabulary sinks faster into oblivion. Didactically recommendable vocabulary
acquisition exposes learners comprehensively to every term, embedding it deeply and solidly in the mental
lexicon [1, 10]. Beneficial is also personalized vocabulary acquisition on authentic texts [6, 9, 13, 17].

Incidental vocabulary acquisition, namely through contextual deduction in target language reading, meets
these recommendations. Learners encounter terms together with syntactic information, which helps using
the accurate words in an idiomatic way. Vocabulary in context often appears repeatedly under different
aspects and hence engrains in the learners. minds. Unfortunately it takes long until enough vocabulary for
fluent conversations is incidentally gathered [3]. Problematic is, that deduction works best when new terms
are mostly surrounded by familiar vocabulary [6]. In fact, with more than 5 to 10 new terms presented
simultaneously, our retention capacity declines [12].

Gymn@zilla Combines annotated reading with term lists

Gymn@zilla (http://www.eurac.edu/gymnazilla) addresses this dilemma by dynamically annotating
authentic text with definitions, translations, pictures, and other descriptive information. When learners
access local and Internet documents through Gymn@zilla, server-side processing of texts dynamically adds
links from every term to the corresponding entry in an open learning resource. Gymn@zilla employs
stemming tools to match inflected word forms with dictionary entries. Learners receive linguistically
enriched documents with their original link structure, so that they need only to move their mouse over a
term to check it, or continue browsing.

Annotated reading is considered as a valuable feature in language learning [2, 11, 16] and implemented in
several reading systems [4, 14, 15, 17]. However, all these systems have a closed, annotated corpus and
a closed set of dictionary entries. None of them combine Internet browsing with annotation links to local
and on-line dictionaries.

For intentional vocabulary acquisition, learners can collect terms and their translations from several sites in
their personal word list by clicking on term links. In this way vocabulary acquisition occurs both incidentally
by reading texts annotated with dictionary information and studying word lists extracted from this text.
Depending on the underlying learning resource, Gymn@zilla exposes learners abundantly to new vocabulary
in up-to-date, personalized contexts and activates the mental lexicon in several steps and on several levels.

Dynamic Interactivity

Traditional classroom teaching uses gap-filling and multiple choice quizzes for decades. Their usefulness is
generally accepted regardless of the applied methodology. Quizzes can combine to an integrated vocabulary
acquisition environment [13]. The main advantage of electronic learning material over traditional paper
material is interactivity [18]. Authoring tools allow language teachers to manually create electronic true-
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material is interactivity [18]. Authoring tools allow language teachers to manually create electronic true-
false, multiple choice, matching, gap-filling, spelling, or sentence generation quizzes [5]. Learning
environments exploit multimedia features [6, 9] and gap-filling quizzes for grammar training and even
sentence formation [7, 19]. The effectiveness of such quizzes especially for weaker students has been
shown in [8]. Figure 1 to 3 shows the transition from annotated reading via the construction of a word list
to the interactive quizzes. To our knowledge, no other system offers interactive practice on annotated
internet texts in similar ways.

Figure 1: Annotated reading with Gymn@zilla.

Figure 2: Vocabulary List with Gymn@zilla.
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Figure 3: Interactive quiz with Gymn@zilla.

The Gymn@zilla project and underlying technology

Gymn@zilla has been developed within the LOGOS-GAIAS project. It supports browsing a local text
repository and the Internet by dynamically creating and annotating HTML pages with open dictionaries
resources. Gymn@zilla is written in Perl. It is an on-line application running on a Linux web server . not a
browser. Both components, Perl and GNU/Linux, guarantee the usage of free and powerful modules. The
processing of web pages in real-time and generating exercises from it is a complex task, which involves the
following steps: (1) mirroring of web pages, (2) linguistic processing and (3) generation of exercises.

1. Mirroring of web pages is done by using Perl.s LWP modules. All Hyperlinks in a web page pointing to
other text documents are rewritten to Gymn@zilla.s URL in order to allow continuous browsing with
Gymn@zilla. Links to multimedia documents such as audio, video and graphic files are preserved. In a next
step encodings other than utf-8 are converted to utf-8. Documents in formats other than html such as
*.doc, *.ps or *.pdf are converted to well formed xhtml by the use of GNU-tools.
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step encodings other than utf-8 are converted to utf-8. Documents in formats other than html such as
*.doc, *.ps or *.pdf are converted to well formed xhtml by the use of GNU-tools.

2. Once converted, the documents language is guessed before starting natural language processing. In
order to annotate the text with linguistic information the text is first segmented into its tokens. Stemming
is then done by the use of pattern matching techniques. According to the user.s preferences the text is then
annotated with translations and terminological information from on-line dictionaries and terminological
databases. The annotation is done by insertion of -tags with advanced link titles containing the linguistic
information which will show up as a tooltip when the user moves the mouse over a word. With the help of a
Javascript function link titles can be formatted like html-documents so that they may contain images and
links to further information sources. Information can thus be structured from general to specific.

3. Each user in Gymn@zilla is associated with a session where history information is stored in order to
memorize words seen by the user. This information is then used to make editable word lists and to
generate cloze texts or other exercises for training.

Future steps in the development of Gymn@zilla comprise benchmarking, the expansion of linguistic
resources integration of automatic document classification and the integration of a morpho-syntactic parser
in order to improve linguistic analysis linguistic annotation.
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